
Specialty Furniture



Floor Rockers

Floor rockers feature an
ergonomic seat atop a sturdy,
one-piece rocking base with a
non-marring pad for smooth,
quiet movement. With subtle
back-and-forth motion, floor
rockers offer an ergonomic
alternative to floor seating. 

Analogy Zuma Sage

Small:  K- 4th Grade

Large:  5th Grade - Adult

Floor Rockers work great for group
interaction, as well as individual reading
and study. Pair them with floor tables for
a new take on flexible seating.

Rocking chairs encourage
healthy movement and
provide a moderate range of
back-and-forth motion.
Rocking chairs feature a
sturdy, cantilevered tubular
steel frame and a comfortable,
ergonomically contoured
polypropylene shell that flexes
to accommodate different
body types

Seat Height: 13" | 15" | 18" 

Analogy Zuma Sage

Seat Height: 13" | 15" | 18" Seat Height: 13" | 15" | 18"
18" - with armrests

Rocking Chairs
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Civitas Stools offer exceptional seating solutions for classrooms, lunchrooms, libraries and other educational environments. 

Civitas Stools

Analogy Zuma Sage

Seat Height: 25" | 30" 

Zuma Rocker with Arms

The rocking motion is a passive movement that is excellent for

learners who would rather not sit still for long periods of time

Flexible thoracic area and gentle lumbar swell

Gently sloping waterfall front

Comfortable one piece polypropylene seat shell

Felt strips on rocking bars for floor protection

Seat Height: 13" | 15" | 18" 
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Hokki Stools The Original, Patented, Movement Stool!

Being seated on a Hokki Stool means playful movement, activity, and being in good spirits. An active
stool for big and small, for use in Kindergarten to high school, in school play areas and even at home.
These stools are made from durable and extremely scratch-resistant polypropylene and have a slight
seat recess, filled with soft plastic foam for comfort. 

Seat Height : 13" | 15" | 18" | 20" | 24"
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Stakki Chair

A minimal three-legged design, with a basic triangular
shape manufactured from extremely durable glass-
fiber reinforced polypropylene, at first sight the Stakki
chair stands out like no other. Extremely lightweight,
easy to handle, and versatile in use!

Elevate Desks

A height adjustable workstation is a healthier option enabling users to switch between sitting and standing
throughout the day. These elevate desks have a pneumatic base and topped with durable high pressure laminate.

Agile Height Adjustable Desks

Manual Electric

Plymouth Plymouth II Arcadia

Aidacra Hurley Mini-Tide
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Crescent Cube

Amped
The Amped indoor and outdoor seats were inspired by the
ocean waves and landscapes that absorb you within their
curves. 

Seat & Side TableChair

Circle 

Indoor & Outdoor Seating
These products are made of recovered coastal plastic material, which is formulated and transformed into high-
performance, 100% recyclable furniture. They are certified as low-emitting material that supports healthier indoor
air quality, proving that great-looking furniture can be a sustainable choice, too

Session

Moon

A bold statement, this retro-futuristic
chair is like a work of art. With fluid,
curving lines – as though carved
from a single block.

Swerve Dash

 Bring on the saltwater, sand, sun, rain, and snow—these products can take it!
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Drift

The Drift chair is a chair for both indoor
and outdoor use. The fluid design has
no sharp corners or edges and is great
seat for short sitting sessions. 

Twisted Hex Stool
The twisted hex stool is a stackable seat that has a waterproof cushion. This stool is easy to clean and sanitize and can be
used in indoor and outdoor spaces. You can leave the Twisted Hex outdoor year round and in any environment as it
withstands sun, sand, rain, snow, and salt!

Seat Height: 13" | 15.5" | 18" 

Ufo Stool
Sit, stack, store. Easy to carry, easy to clean, indoor/outdoor.
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STEAM/STEM Furniture 
STEAM products allow learners to apply their learning practically through hands-on demonstrations.
Hands-on learning promotes critical thinking, whether it be through the use of technology, robotics, 3D
Printers, Lego, or K'nex.

Maker Table Rover Table Robotics Table

Makerspaces are areas where people
come together to learn new skills,
brainstorm new ideas and share resources.
This Maker Table is ideal for this
environment! This portable table features
a durable butcher block top as well as
many different storage options.

The Rover Table is an excellent addition to
any STEAM area. This table has an open frame
in the middle designed to hold six stacking
stools. This table is mobile, and with its tilt top,
it can fit through a standard 30" doorway. With
this cart you can make any room a STEAM
room!

Let your students explore the world of
robotics, giving them the skills they need to
succeed! This table is available in different
size and storage options. 

Lego Table & Easel

The Lego table and two-sided easel
is an excellent starting point for a
makerspace solution for kids. 
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Storage

Adjustable Marker Board Flip Top

Adjustable Height 22" - 30" or sit stand 30" - 42"

Premium flip top mechanism

One hand operation

Locks in horizontal and vertical position

Integrated nesting bumpers

High quality locking casters

STEAM/STEM Maker Station 3D Printer Cart
Learning through building
and hands-on experiences
is becoming more common
in school and this STEM
Maker Station provides
loads of flexible storage
options. These mobile
storage stations makes it
easy to transport and move
robotic parts, paints or tools
from one area to another.

With 3D printing becoming
increasingly popular, there is a
higher demand for more
storage for tools and materials.
This 3D printing cart can store
all these items and keeps
everything close at hand. With
its mobile ability, the printer
cart can be shared around the
school easily.
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Soft Seating

Tub Hue Joy

A tub chair that surrounds the person seated
in it, providing a shield from the outside
world, and allowing creativity to flow
unhindered.

Hue is a simple, classic piece designed
specifically with youngest in mind. Hue is
available in a one, two or three-seat
configuration.

The Joy Collection brings an element of
sophistication to any environment, while
comfortably seating both young and old
alike. Joy is available in a one, two and three-
seat configuration.

The Ace Collection was created with diversity in mind. Whether you have a small or large
space catering to children or adults, Ace provides plenty of seating options for either
collaboration or independence and enables you to create your unique look and layout.

Ace

Each piece is sized for children as well as adults!

Not only are they comfortable and easy to clean,
they are what bean bag style chairs should be.
Sturdy yet flexible and comfy for hours on end. Have
your students sit on, climb up and roll off it. There
are no sharp edges or hard pieces to worry about.
Cookie crumbs and spills? Wash them off in no time
with any of the machine washable covers.

Fom-Filled Bags/Pillows
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Ana MyaAvaIvy Kae BayGem

Era Leo Rio

The Era Collection is a contemporary
variation of the traditional club chair. Built
with multiple layers of foam to provide
enhanced comfort, Era is a sofa that suits
virtually any space and will blend in well with
its surroundings.

Leo is a curved bench, which, when placed
together, can create unique setups that are
excellent for collaboration between students.
Leo is easy-to-move and can be arranged in a
variety of ways, from serpentine to a full circle
configuration, depending on your space and
how you want to put them to use.

The Rio is the cylinder of the stool family.
When placed in a room full of straight lines
and edges, Rio softens it and makes it feel like
home. It is a classic style stool used in many
ways: a footstool, a seat, you name it! As with
our other stools it is also available in 3 distinct
sizes, to fit your needs to perfection.

Ana Pad Uva

Available with or without arms, the Ana
Lounge Collection combines clean design
lines with ‘good ole days’ comfort. Ana fits
well into any environment by enhancing the
space with a more modern aesthetic.

The Uva is a flower display, allowing students
to sit around the middle, on the 5 petals, and
discuss ideas or work on a project together.
The middle is the meeting place of the minds.
The look of the flower encourages creative
thinking and gives students the opportunity
to discuss those ideas.

The Pad is a simple 4” high cushion, that
allows a comfortable seating area for you
when working on the floor. Whether
students are sitting on the floor listening to a
book or working with their peers in building
something out of recyclables, the Pad
provides the needed comfort to make
working on the floor an option.
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Feeling Natural Carpets

Like Home Rugs

Surround children with the natural textures and comforting colors of nature. Feeling Natural™ evokes a sense of freshness and
freedom of the outdoors. 

Slate Walnut Sand Pine

Make your classroom a “home away from home” with this warm and inviting faux-braided carpet. Designed with subtlety in
mind, this understated carpet will make students feel safe, secure, and comfortable during their daily educational activities.

Navy Chocolate Beige Silver
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Grounded Rugs
This rug mimics natural landscapes and can define spaces and create transitions, just like a grassy meadow gives way to a
flowing stream.

Bio Stones Rugs
Children are creatures of nature and eager to discover and explore this world. This unique area rug incorporates a biophilic
color palette anchored by broad organic forms that engages the senses while creating a sense of calm that supports
effective teaching and inspired learning.

Grown Up Rug

Inspired by the push and
pull of the built world
versus nature, these trend-
setting designs push the
boundaries of classroom
design by showcasing
flooring in a more
connected way…these rugs
mimic natural landscapes
and can define spaces and
create transitions, just like a
grassy meadow gives way
to a flowing stream.
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